About

Swivt Lab

Swivt Technologies was founded in
2016 by Subash Shahi who have
decade of experience on hand who
always had new and creative idea in
the industry.
With the connection with passionate
talents in Hongkong where IT industry
is flourishing and new talents are
approaching to find the better careers
we are leading team serving major
business hub around globe.

We are helping community and youth
by educating and giving them onsite
trainings which helps them to figure
out the actual strength and imply their
talent at work. Surrounded by young,
dynamic and happy team Swivt is
always moving forward in positive path
and we want to expand our wings for
the awesome future.

HELPING LEADING
COMPANIES LEAD
WITH DIGITAL

852 97395784
support@goswivt.com
Hong Kong

The list of our
Professional Skills
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Development

Designing

SEO

Marketing

We are extremely enthusiastic about
the new technologies .
Cool developments are taking place
under the Collaboration at a global
level, transparency, and development
opportunities regardless of where you
were born: these are the things that we
get out of bed for every day.
International entrepreneurship and
teamwork are the things that drive us.
We consider political and geographical
boundaries to be insignificant.

HOW IT WORKS?
Vision & Strategy
We translate your new media based
business model into a clear vision
that reflects the manner in which
your strategic goals can be
achieved using new media.

Execution
After performing a thorough analysis,
we tell you exactly which new
media tool or combination will
ensure the most efcient, most
efective, and most likely realization of
your business model.

Planning
We contribute to the online strategy,
design a concrete plan for the
realization of this strategy, and
determine the specifications of the
required new media

Customer Support
We provide 24/7 customer support so
that we could maintain communication
while undergoing all those process to
give result oriented output .

